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Reinforcement learning

Environment Agent

Action set:  {East, West, North, South} Observation

Action



Planning Domains

(:action move
:parameters (?from - location ?to - location ?dir - direction)
:precondition (and (conn ?from ?to ?dir)

(robot-at ?from)
(not (is-prob ?from)))

:effect (and
(not (robot-at ?from))
(robot-at ?to))

)

move(from, to, direction)

Operator set of size 32: 
{ move(c1, c2, East), move(c1, c2, West), move(c1, c2, North), move(c1, c2, South),              

move(c1, c3, East), move(c1, c3, West), move(c1, c3, North), move(c1, c3, South),
…….  } 



How to automatically reduce 
the action space when defining 

planning domains as RL Environments ?



Less parameters

N:  # objects

# ground operators

move(from, to, direction) N3

XXX(from) N1



Reduce the number of parameters in 
the operators to only a seed set?



How to find the 
parameter seed set ?



Approach

(:action move
:parameters (?from - location ?to - location ?dir - direction)
:precondition (and (conn ?from ?to ?dir)

(robot-at ?from)
(not (is-prob ?from)))

:effect (and
(not (robot-at ?from))
(robot-at ?to))

)

Operator:move(from, to, direction)

(robot-at c1)  is mutually exclusive to (robot-at c2) and so on…



Approach

move(c1, c2, East),
move(c2, c2, East), 
move(c3, c2, East),
move(c4, c2, East),
move(c5, c2, East),

.

.

.

move(c1, c2, West),
move(c2, c2, West), 
move(c3, c2, West),
move(c4, c2, West),
move(c5, c2, West),

.

.

.

move(c2, East)

move(to, direction)

(robot-at c1)  is mutually exclusive to (robot-at c2) and so on.

Applicable Operator Mutex Groups

move(from, to, direction)

move(c2, West)



Approach

(:action move
:parameters (?from - location ?to - location ?dir - direction)
:precondition (and (conn ?from ?to ?dir)

(robot-at ?from)
(not (is-prob ?from)))

:effect (and
(not (robot-at ?from))
(robot-at ?to))

)

Operator:move(from, to, direction)

(conn c1 c2 East) is mutually exclusive to (conn c1 c3 East) and so on...



Approach

move(c1. East),
move(c2, East), 
move(c3, East),

.

.

.

move(c1, West),
move(c2, West), 
move(c3, West),.

.

.

move(East)

move(direction)

Applicable Operator Mutex Groups

move(to, direction)

move(West)

(conn c1 c2 East) is mutually exclusive to (conn c1 c3 East) and so on..

move(from, to, direction)



Use mutually exclusive facts in 
preconditions to identify 

Applicable Operator Mutex Groups
and use that as action space



Reduced operator parameters



Reduction
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Results



THANK YOU


